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Senate Resolution 812

By:  Senators Anderson of the 24th, Stone of the 23rd, Miller of the 49th, Mullis of the 53rd,

Dugan of the 30th and others 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Ray Fulcher; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, through the creativity and effort of many talented and dedicated performers,2

producers, promoters, technicians, and others working in many different musical genres and3

styles, the Georgia music industry has entertained and given great pleasure to millions of4

people worldwide; and5

WHEREAS, Ray Fulcher has a long and consistent record of representing Georgia with his6

musical talent and fantastic artistry; and7

WHEREAS, Ray was born and raised in the small town of Harlem, Georgia, and grew up on8

many of country music's best songwriters and storytellers, such as Alan Jackson, Keith9

Whitley, and George Strait; and10

WHEREAS, he has written eight songs that have gone either platinum, double platinum, or11

triple platinum, and his current album has over 17 million streams across digital platforms;12

and13

WHEREAS, in 2016, after signing a publishing deal with River House Publishing, Ray14

released his EP Here We Go Again, which debuted in the Top 10 of the country charts. He15

has completed tours with Luke Combs in 2017 and Morgan Wallen in 2018; and16

WHEREAS, through his work as a solo artist and as an act on Luke Combs' and Morgan17

Wallen's tours, he has inspired many musicians, received critical acclaim, and left a lasting18

impact on the State of Georgia; and19

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this20

extraordinary musician be appropriately recognized.21
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body22

commend Ray Fulcher for his impressive accomplishment in the music industry and extend23

best wishes for continued success.24

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed25

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Ray Fulcher.26


